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A liquid-crystal display (LCD) is a flat-panel display or other electronically modulated optical device that uses
the light-modulating properties of liquid crystals.Liquid crystals do not emit light directly, instead using a
backlight or reflector to produce images in color or monochrome. LCDs are available to display arbitrary
images (as in a general-purpose computer display) or fixed images ...
Liquid-crystal display - Wikipedia
Buy SS139 - SAMSUNG SMT-1922 ULTRA HIGH RESOLUTION 620TVL 19" LCD CCTV MONITOR 1280 x
1024 RESOLUTION: Computers & Accessories - Amazon.com FREE DELIVERY possible on eligible
purchases
SS139 - SAMSUNG SMT-1922 ULTRA HIGH RESOLUTION 620TVL 19
On the basis of image-quality alone, in my opinion LCD is the monitor of choice for "office" and technical/CAD
applications (largely text-based, or detailed but colour-non-critical graphics), while CRT still has the upper
hand for high-end photographic/art work and for television displays.
LCD monitor technology and tests - techmind.org
HP W2082a 20-inch LED Backlit LCD Monitor Performance with style The stylish, affordable HP W2082a
20-inch monitor offers everyone the chance to enjoy everyday computing in a whole new light.
Amazon.com: HP W2082a 20-inch LED Backlit LCD Monitor
The graphics display resolution is the width and height dimension of an electronic visual display device, such
as a computer monitor, in pixels.Certain combinations of width and height are standardized and typically
given a name and an initialism that is descriptive of its dimensions. A higher display resolution in a display of
the same size means that displayed photo or video content appears ...
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